CHAPTER 2

LOGIC

For a reader who is primarily interested in seeing some examples of
constructive mathematics, very little logic is needed to understand almost
all the material in chapters 5-8 (the parts of chapter 4 essential to these
chapters also require little or no knowledge of formal logic). What is
presupposed however, is that the reader has made himself familiar with the
BHK-interpretation discussed in chapter 1, and has acquired some facility
in reading mathematical statements written with the help of logical symbols, since we shall use logical notation almost continually.

Description of the contents of the chapter. The first section is devoted to a

system of natural deduction for intuitionisticpredicate logic IQC. Familiarity with the basics of classical predicate logic, though not necessarily with
systems of natural deduction, is presupposed.
The second section extends the treatment to cover logic with possibly
undefined terms in two variants (E-Iogic and E "-logic).
It is possible to gain more familiarity with constructive logic than is to be
obtained from chapter 1, without getting too involved in the hardware of
the formalism, by studying 1.2-9, 2.1-5.
Section 3 discusses the relations between classical and intuitionistic
predicate logic, in particular the Godel-Gentzen "negative translation" and
its variants.
Section 4 discusses systems for intuitionistic predicate logic of the
axiomatic type (sometimes called "Hilbert-type" systems), which are frequently encountered in the literature and are often convenient in metamathematical work.
Kripke's semantics for IQC is introduced in section 5; section 6 contains
a Henkin-type completeness proof. Kripke models provide an intuitively
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very appealing semantics for IQC - not (obviously) related to the BHKinterpretation - which permits us to show quite easily that certain statements are not derivable in IQC.
Section 7 finally discusses definitional extensions of systems obtained by
adding definable predicates, total or partial functions.

1. Natural deduction

For the development of constructive mathematics as such we do not need a
formal system of logic. Nevertheless it is convenient to have a set of logical
rules available: thus we do not have to go back to the Brouwer-HeytingKolmogorov interpretation (1.3.1) each time we want to justify the use of a
logical principle in our arguments.
We have chosen natural deduction as our starting point, because it agrees
well with informal reasoning. Moreover, its rules are motivated by the
BHK-interpretation in a direct way.
1.1. The language of predicate logic. The language .P of predicate logic is

based on a (countably) infinite supply of variables va' VI' ... (as metavariabIes for variables we shall use x, y, z in this chapter), n-ary predicate
(relation) symbols R o, R?, ... (for all n E 1\1; metavariables R, R', . . . ) and
n-ary function symbols g, ft, ... (for all n E 1\1; metavariables I. g). The
zero-place function symbols are also called (individual) constants (metavariabIes: c, d).
This language can easily be generalized in two directions: (i) dropping
the restriction to countably many symbols of each kind, and (ii) extension to
a many-sorted language, with a collection of sorts I, and variables
v&, vL ... for each sort i E I, a supply of n-ary relation symbols
k E 1\1 for each sequence i o, " " i n - I of sorts in I, a supply of
k E 1\1 for each i o, " " in-I' i from I.
function symbols f1o, ... ,in The language of so-called higher-order logic will be treated as a special
instance of a many-sorted language.
, .L , 'V, 3 as primitives,
Terms, and formulas on the basis of /\, V,
are defined as usual'. t, s will be used as metavariables for terms, A, B, C, D
as metavariables for formulas. P, Q usually denote atomic formulas.
1,i,
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The language of propositional logic £'0 has only O-place relation symbols; these are called propositional variables (metavariables P, Q).
1.2. Examples of natural deduction rules. Suppose we have established B,
repeatedly appealing to assumption A. This means that we have shown how
to construct a proof of B from a hypothetical proof of A; thus, on the

BHK-interpretation this means that we have established the implication

A
B. In this conclusion A is not an assumption anymore (A has been
cancelled, discharged, or eliminated as an assumption). Schematically we

can render this as

The crossing-out of A indicates that A has been eliminated as an assumption in the final conclusion. The type of inference just described is called
I) since in the final conclusion an implication
implication introduction
sign is introduced.
There is also an implication elimination rule (-+ E): if we have shown
A
B and A, we can also prove B, since a proof of A
B must provide a
construction to transform a proof of A into a proof of B. Schematically:

As an example of a deduction by means of
I, -+ E we show how to
C from assumptions A
B, B -+ C:
deduce A
A

A
B

C

I (A cancelled)

At each horizontal line we have indicated the rule which has been applied.
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For conjunction, we can similarly justify an introduction rule
two (left- and right-) elimination rules, 1\ E I and 1\ E,;
1\1 A

A I\ B

B

and

A I\ B

1\ E l-A--

AI\B

1\ I

1\ E r--B-

An example of a deduction based on these rules is
1\

Er

A I\ B

I\E A

B

I

1\

A

BI\A

B
1\1

I (A

1\

B cancelled)

Finally we consider a quantifier rule, namely all-introduction 'VI. Schematically 'VI can be rendered as

A(y)
'VxA(x)

That is, if we have derived A(y) for a completely arbitrary y, we may in
fact infer 'v'xAx, since our derivation of A(y) serves as a schema which can
be applied to any particular object in the range of the variable y - so we
have the construction required by the BHK-interpretation for a proof of
'VxA(x). In an application of this rule, the proof of A(y) should not
depend on other assumptions containing y, because then we could not
regard y as being completely arbitrary.
That without such a restriction we indeed arrive at false conclusions
becomes clear by the following example of a "deduction" in which the
condition is violated:
A(x)

'VI
--....:.......----.:..:..-'v'yA(y)

A(x)

'VyA(y)

I (A(x)

.

IS

cancelled)

The deductions in our examples above may be regarded as labelled trees,
the label attached to a node consisting of a statement, together with the
name of the rule which has been applied to obtain the statement. For
reasons of readability we have put the name of the rule next to the
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horizontal lines instead of next to the formula. Thus the trees in our
examples of deductions (of A --+ C from A --+ B, B --+ C and of A /\ B --+
B /\ A) are

1.3. Inductive definition of logical deductions. We are now ready to give a

more formal definition of deduction, open assumption, and cancelled
(= discharged = eliminated) assumption. The definition will take the form
of a simultaneous definition by recursion on the height of the deduction
trees (or, equivalently, the form of a simultaneous inductive definition).
We shall use £», possibly sub- or superscripted for arbitrary deductions.
We write

£»
B

to indicate that B is the conclusion of £» (so the occurrence B is part of £»
itself). We use [A] for a (possibly empty) set of occurrences of a formula A
in a deduction; thus

[A]
£»
B

is a deduction £» with conclusion B, containing a set [A] of occurrences of
A, the elements of which are used as assumptions in £». As a rule (d. the
"CDC" in 1.4(ii) below) we assume that [A] contains all open assumptions
of the form A in £».
(of deduction, open and cancelled assumptions of a deduction).
Basis. The single-node tree with label A (i.e. a single occurrence of A) is
a deduction from the open assumption A; there are no cancelled assumptions.
Inductive step. Now let £»1' £»2'
be deductions. A deduction P2 may
be constructed according to one of the rules below. Some of these rules are
subject to restrictions to be specified afterwards.
DEFINITION
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For ..1 we have the intuitionistic absurdity rule
Ed\
..1
..1.-

'A

For the other logical operators we have introduction and elimination rules.
Introduction rules (I-rules)

1\1

Ed j
A

AI\B

Ed 2
B

Elimination rules (E-rules)
Ed j
A 1\ B
1\ E r-A-

Ed j
A I\ B
1\ EI-B-

Ed j

'VI

A

'VyA[x/y]
[Aj

Ed j
A[x/tj

31 3xA

Ed\
3yA[x/yj
3E
C

P2 2
C

Open and cancelled assumptions are given by the following stipulations
(i) In -+ I-applications all open assumptions of the form A in P2\,
indicated by the set [Aj are cancelled; in an application of v E the sets [Aj
in P2 2 and [Bj in Ed 3 are cancelled; in 3E the set [Aj in P2 2 is cancelled.
(ii) If Ed; is a deduction of a premiss of the last rule application in P2,
then the assumptions open in P2; remain open in P2 except as specified by
(i), Thus assumptions which are not cancelled are open.
.
Instead of cancelled we also use discharged or eliminated.
The rules for the quantifiers are subject to the following restrictions.
(iii) In V'E and 31 t must be free for x in A.
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(iv) In 'VI Eel must not contain open assumptions containing x free, and
y == x or y is not free in A. In 3E
must not contain open assumptions
containing x free except the set [A]; x not free in C, y == x or y not free
in A.
If A is among the open assumptions of a deduction
with conclusion
B, the conclusion B in
is said to depend on A in
From now on we
regard" assumption of Ee" and "open assumption of
as synonymous.
D

1.4. REMARKS.
(i) We have assumed that the names of the rules are attached to the nodes
of the tree. In most cases however, the form of the statements itself already
determines the rule being applied, so that we can often omit the names of
the rules when we are actually exhibiting deduction trees. Nevertheless,
adding names of rules next to the horizontal lines marking the applications
of the rules often facilitates following the proof.
(ii) Another device helping us to grasp the structure of a given deduction
is to number the (occurrences of) assumptions at top nodes which are being
discharged lower down in the tree, and to repeat the number near the node
where the discharge takes place, either at the line marking the application
of the rule causing the discharge, or placed next to the conclusion of this
application. Assumptions which are discharged simultaneously may be
given the same number.
Strictly speaking, the numbering of discharged assumptions is redundant
information: by our definition as given above any assumption is discharged,
if at all, at the earliest opportunity. From a given deduction tree we can
therefore unambiguously read off, even without numbering, the node where
an assumption is discharged (if at all). This discharge convention we call
the crude discharge convention (CDC); we shall stick to it throughout except
in section 10.8.
(iii) The rules 'VI and 3E may be simplified to
[A]

Eel
A
'VI \fxA

3E 3xA

C

C

where in 'VI A does not depend on open assumptions in
contaimng x
free, and in 3E C does not contain x free and the deduction
of C does
not contain open assumptions containing x except [A]. The more general
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form of the rules given before can be obtained from these special cases:

E1J j
A

[A] (2)
(1) A[x/y]

3xA
C
-----

E1J j

VxA
A[x/y]

E1J 2

C(2)

3yA[x/y]

(l)C

VyA[x/ y]

We find it more convenient however to combine VI, 3E with the possibility
of renaming bound variables, since we regard formulas differing only in the
names of their bound variables as isomorphic. 0
The reader may now check for himself that all the rules given above are
justified by the BHK.interpretation. The rules given are adequate in a
practical sense: they cover all logical laws needed in a formalization of
intuitionistic or constructive mathematical practice. It is natural to ask
whether the rules are also complete, i.e. whether they permit us to derive all
(intuitionistically or constructively) valid theorems. This delicate problem
will be discussed in chapter 13, more particularly in sections 2 and 3 of that
chapter.

1.5.

EXAMPLES.

Example (a). We have argued before, in 1.3.3, that ...,...,(A V ...,A) should
hold for our reading of ..." V; here is a formal deduction, corresponding to
the informal argument we gave before
(1) A
(2)

...,(A V...,A)

..1

(1)

---d

...,A

- - - - vI

Av...,A

(2) ...,(A V...,A)
..1

(2) ...,...,(A v ...,A )
(recall that

i-,

A

==

A - ..1).

vI
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Example (b).
(1) \fxAx

(2) -,Ay

Ay

\fE

..l

(3) -,-,\fxAx

(1) -,\fxAx
..l

(2)

-,-,Ay
\fx-,-,Ax

(3) -,-, \fxAx

\fI

\fx-,-,Ax

Confronted with the problem of constructing a deduction tree for a given
statement, the best tactic is often to start from below, and to assume, if
possible, that the final step was an instance of an I-rule. This is then
repeated as long as possible. Thus, in attempting to construct a deduction
for -,-,\ixAx
\fx-,-,Ax, we reduce the problem to the construction of a
deduction for ..l from assumptions -,-,\fxAx, -,Ay. Now we attempt to
apply E-rules to the assumptions. In order to apply an E-rule to -,-,\fxAx,
we need -,\fxAx, so we attempt to find a deduction
[-,-,\fxAx][-, Ay]
-,\fxAx;

again assuming the conclusion to be obtained from
deduction
such that
[-,-,\fxAx ][-, Ay ][\f xA x ]
..l

-, \fxAx

and

is easily constructed as
\ixAx

-,Ay

Ay
..l

I, we look for a
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Example (c).

(1) A

-,A (2)
.1

(3) -,-,-,A

-,-,A (2)

and

(1) -,B B(2)

.1

(1)

.1

-,A

(1) -,-,B

(3) -,-,-,A

(2) B

-,-, B

If in the second derivation we take -,A for B, we see that -,A
hence combining these results we find

-,A

-,-,-,A;

-,-,-,A.

Example (d). The tactics described under example (b) are not always so

straightforward in their application; consider e.g. the following deduction
(1) -,A

By (3)
(4)

A (1)

3xBx
3xBx

A
3x(A

A

(2)

By

(2)

.1

By

By

Bx)

A

(5)AV-,A
3x(A
(A

3xBx)

A V -,A

(1)
3x(A
3xBx)

Bx) (4)
3x(A

Bx)]

(5)

A straightforward attempt to build from below suggests us to obtain
"3x(A
Bx)" from "A
By", but then we would be stuck; so we must
reckon with the possibility, while breaking down the conclusion, that V Eor 3E-applications intervene when going upwards.
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Example (e).
(2) -,A
-

(4)

-,(A

A (1)
1..

.1...

B

1

B (1)

A

(3)

(4) -,(A

.1..

B)

-,-,A (2)

(5) -,-,A

B

A

B

.1..

-,-, B

-, B

--------------------

(3)

1..

-,-,(A

(--'-,A

-,-,B)

B) (4)

-,-,(A

B) (5)

Some other logical laws which we shall need in the future are

(f)

(A

(g)

-,-,(A

(h)

-,-,(A 1\ B)

(-, B

B)

B)

(A
H

-, A )

-,-,B)

-,-,A 1\ -,-,B.

We shall leave their proof as an exercise.
Note that all logical deductions are schematic in character: replacing the
letters A, B etc. by compound statements throughout transforms correct
proofs into correct proofs.
In practice one uses many short cuts in giving derivations; any logical
law may be used as an assumption which is not discharged but does not
count as a premiss for the conclusions; similarly we can use deductions
from assumptions as additional (derived) rules, e.g. the derivation of
A
C from A
B, B
C (cf. 1.2) permits the introduction of a derived
rule such as
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As an example of a deduction involving derived rules, consider
9.
(A

-+

92

-,-,8) ..... (-,-,-,8 --+ -,A)

R'

(A

--+

(-,.......... 8

--+

-,A)

--+ ( .....- ,A --+ -,.....- ,..... 8)

-,-,8) --+ (-, .....A --+ -,-,-,-,8)

(A

--+

-,-,B)

--+

R

9

3

...,...,....,-, B ++

(-,-,A

-+

-'1

B

-,-,8)

where EJ 1, fi)2 exist by (f), EJ 3 by (c), and where rule R' is a schema of
substitution for logically equivalent statements:

EJ 1

EJ 2

R' F(C)

C

D

F(D)

Combining this conclusion with (e), (g) we find

(A

...,...,B)

...,...,{A

B)

(...,...,A

...,...,B).

1.6. Classical logic is obtained by strengthening the absurdity rule to the
classical absurdity rule

[-,Al

The assumptions indicated by [-,Al are being discharged. Observe that by
I:

[-,Al
..L

-...,...,A
and that therefore the adoption of (..L c) is equivalent to having propositions of the form ...,...,A
A as axioms:
[-,Al

e

.1

...,-,A

A
A

...,...,A

Sect. 1]
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Classically, we can drop V, 3 and their rules, by defining them as
A

V

B

:=

3xA(x)

-,(-,A

:=

1\

-,B),

-,'Vx-,A(x).

We leave it as an exercise to show that the rules for v, 3 can indeed be
obtained as derived rules from the rules for 1\, -', 'V.
1.7. Deductions from axioms. So far, we have only considered purely logical

deductions. In mathematical theories there are also non-logical axioms. For
example, in proving identities for abelian groups, we make use of the group
axioms, such as commutativity:
'Vx'Vy(x

+Y

=

Y

+ x).

(1)

Such axioms are often presented in open form as
x

+ y = y + x;

(2)

the universal quantifiers are tacitly omitted. Another way to look at this
open form is as a schema: we may substitute t and s for x and y or
"deduce" the form (1) from it.
There is a completely uniform way of accommodating such mathematical
axioms in our natural deductions: we permit them to appear at the top
nodes of our deductions. However, if we permit the use of open forms such
as (2), we must strictly distinguish betweem axioms and open assumptions:
an axiom appearing at a top node does not count as an open assumption. In
particular, in the restrictions on 'VI and 'VE, we have to exclude only those
variables which appear free in assumptions.
'VI permits us to derive the universal closure of an axiom from the axiom:
applying 'VI twice to (2) leads to (1); and from the universal closure by 'VE
we obtain all special instances, such as t + s = s + t in our example.
Another way of achieving the same effect is to treat axioms as "rules with
an empty premiss"; in our proof trees this can be indicated for example as
x

J1
or even
+y = y + x

x

+Y

- Y

+ x'

Now we do not have to distinguish between assumptions and axioms at top
nodes; instead, we have a new type of rule.
If we agree to present axioms always in their universally closed form,
there is no need to distinguish between axioms and assumptions any more:
we simply permit axioms to appear as (undischarged) assumptions.
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The choice of presentation is a matter of taste and/or convenience.
Proofs in natural deduction style in mathematical theories are often presented in linear form, since tree presentations become unwieldy for complicated arguments; for an example of a proof in linear style see 3.2.4.
1.8. Logic with equality. In classical logic, equality is mostly regarded as
part of the logic. In constructive mathematics, the equality of the language
is often interpreted as a defined notion, not intuitively given as a primitive,
and then it is more natural to think of equality as mathematical rather than
logical. As axioms we can take (the universal closures of) reflexivity

REFL

x=x

and the replacement schema
REPL

A(x) /\ x

=

Y

A(y).

If we take in this schema A(x) := (x = t), A(t) is true by REFL; so from
A(t) /\ t = s
A(s) we see that t = s
s = t. Also, taking A(x):=
(x = r), we find

t = r /\ t = s

s = r.

Another way of accommodating equality in a natural deduction context is
to have an axiom x = x, or a zero-premiss rule
REFL

t = t

and a replacement rule
REPL

A[x/t] t = s
A [x/s ]

with as a special case the transitivity rule
TRANS

t=r t=s
r=s

1.9. DEFINITION. We shall use fPC as the designation for the system of
intuitionistic propositional logic, and IQC for intuitionistic predicate logic,
with or without equality, with or without function symbols and constants.
Classical propositional logic CPC and classical predicate logic CQC are
obtained by adding the rule ..i c to the corresponding intuitionistic systems.

o
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We shall encounter in the sequel other formalizations (that is to say,
different formalisms generating the same set of theorems) for IPC, CPC,
IQC and CQC, but we shall not distinguish between these formalisms
unless the structure of deductions is under discussion (as for example in
section 4 below, and in chapter 10), or when the equivalence of these
systems has to be proved. For example, we occasionally use N-IPC, N-IQC
to distinguish the natural deduction versions of IPC and IQC described
above from other versions under discussion.
1.10. One-variable formulas in IPC. As an illustration of the complexity of
IPC, compared to classical propositional logic CPC, we consider the
one-variable formulas in IPC, generated from a single proposition letter P
by means of the logical operations
A, V and .1. Modulo provable
equivalence all such formulas occur in a sequence (An(P)nENU{wj given
by

Ao{P) :=.1, A1{P):= P,
A 2n+ 1{P)

:=

A 2n- 1{P)

A 2n+ 2{P)

:=

A 2n{P)

AJP):= P

V

A 2{P):= -,P,

A 2n{P),

A 2n- 1{P),

P.

Implications hold between the An as indicated in the diagram above (A,
below A j connected by edges means that Ai
A j is derivable in IPC). The
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diagram is called the Rieger-Nishimura lattice, after Rieger (1949) who first
investigated the one-variable formulas, and Nishimura (1960) who rediscovered the structure. See also E2.1.6 and subsection 13.5.5.

2. Logic with existence predicate
2.1. So far we have tacitly assumed that the expressions (terms) t which
appear in rules such as 'v'E, 31 always denote some individual of the domain
over which the variables are supposed to run. For example, in discussing
arithmetic we can freely combine 0 and variables by +,' to obtain new
expressions for natural numbers, since + and . are total functions on
N X N.

However, in mathematics one frequently uses partial functions such as
x
x -Ion the real numbers, which is not defined for x = O. On the basis
of classical logic we can avoid the consideration of partial functions by an
ad hoc stipulation, putting e.g. 0- 1 = 0 in the case of the inverse function.
But, constructively, this does not give us a total function. Here a possible
solution might be to introduce a new sort of variables ranging over
R +:= {x E R : [x] > O}, the set of reals positively distinct (apart) from
zero, and to consider -1 only on R +. If we consider many distinct partial
functions from R to R, this type of solution would require us to introduce
many additional sorts, This is often impractical and inelegant.
If, on the other hand, we admit in our logic partially defined terms, we
have to revise the quantifier rules; thus for example the instance of the
'v'E-rule: infer A[x/t- 1 j from 'v'xA, must be subject to a stipulation that t- 1
exists, otherwise we take the conclusion to be either meaningless or false.
2.2. E-logic. We shall now indicate how to adapt our logic so as to take
into account the possibility of undefined terms, i.e. terms which do not
always "denote". The contents of this section may be skipped until needed.
In the "mathematical" chapters 5-8, we occasionally need 2.2-4; the rest
of this section is relevant to metamathematical investigations only.
As part of the logic we assume a special predicate constant E, where Et
has the intuitive interpretation "t exists". E is called the existence predicate.
Variables will be treated as purely schematic, that is to say, any term may
be substituted for a free variable. Quantifiers on the other hand are
supposed to range over existing objects only. This leads to the following
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modified quantifier rules:
[ExJ

\fIE

A
\fyA[xjy]

\fEE \fxA

A[xjt]

Et

[A][Ex]

3I E

A[xjt]
3xA

Et

3yA[xjy]

3E E

C

C

The variable conditions are straightforward modifications of the condi
tions in 1.3.
In addition, we have to express the schematic role of free variables. This
can be done by adding a substitution rule
SUB

A
A[xjt]

provided the deduction of A does not depend on assumptions containing x
free.
It is easy to see that for purely logical deductions (i.e. without axioms), or
deductions from sets of sentences, we do not need the substitution rule: it is
derivable.
An open axiom cannot, in general, be replaced by its closure: \fxA(x)
says something about "existing x" only, and A(t) can be obtained from
\fxA(x) only under the additional assumption Et; on the other hand, the
rule SUB permits us to derive A(t) from A(x) without assuming Et. A
typical example is the "theory of global existence", axiomatized by the
single open axiom Ex. In particular, this axiom implies that all functions
are total.
2.3. E "<logic. In this variant we assume the free variables to range over
existing objects, though terms need not denote anything.
Now we have axioms Ex for all variables x, and quantifier rules
\fI, 3E, 3I E, \fEE. A substitution rule ought to have two premises
A Et
A[x/t]

but this rule is in fact derivable from \fl, followed by \fEE.
On the other hand, where formerly we had an axiom A(x), which then
by the substitution rule gave A(t), we now have to treat all A(t) as axioms.
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As to the exact relationship between this and the preceding version, see
exercise 2.2.4.
2.4. E-logic and E "<logic with equality. We now add equality to E-logic and
E +-logic, with the intuitive interpretation: t = s iff t and s both exist and

are equal. Thus we have an axiom schema
t

=

t

Et

(and so E could be defined in terms of =). Defining
t

=:: S

:=

Et V Es

t = s,

we have a replacement schema
A(t) 1\ t

=:: S

A(s).

The intuitive meaning of =:: is: t is defined iff s is defined, and if they are
both defined, they are equal.
Strictly speaking, this would suffice as a basis for logic with E and =. It
will be convenient, however, to make an additional assumption of strictness
for all primitive functions and relations, i.e.
Ef ( t o, ... , tn-I)

STR

Et i

{ R(to,···,t _ )
n 1

(i < n)

for each n-ary function symbol I of .P, and each n-ary relation symbol R
of .P. For functions STR expresses the fact that the function value can exist
only if all the arguments exist. As a result of STR, if a compound term
refers to an existing object, then all its subterms must refer to existing
objects. STR imposes a similar restriction on the basic relations of the
language. But it should be noted that the property of strictness, by its very
nature, does not extend to all logically compound predicates; that is to say,
Et: one only has to take .....,Ex for A(x)!
in general we do not have A(t)
Once we have adopted STR, the meaning of Et and t = s for compound
terms can be explained in terms of equality between less complex terms,
since the following are derivable (exercise)
t

=s

ir = x

3x (t

=x

1\ s

= x},

(1)

3f(.f = T 1\ If = x).

2.5. NOTATION. IQCE is intuitionistic logic with equality and E based on
the propositional rules of 1.3, the quantifier rules of 2.2, equality axioms
and STR as in 2.4. Finally, IQCE+ is E+-logic (cf. 2.3). 0
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2.6. In the presence of STR, we can simplify the equality axioms:
PROPOSITION.

The replacement schema

is derivable on the basis of the other axioms and rules of IQCE or IQCE +
from the special cases:
(1)
E{fs) /\ t

s

=

ft= fs.

(2)

By induction on A. We will only treat the atomic case, the other
cases are left to the reader. For simplicity we shall only consider one-place
predicates and functions. For a predicate P:
PROOF.

t :::::

S /\

Pt =

(Et V Es

t

(by definition)

= s)

/\ Pt

=

(Et

t = s) /\ Pt

(Et

t = s) /\ Pt /\ Et

t = s /\ Pt

= Ps

=

=

(by propositional logic)
(by STR)
(by propositional logic)
(by assumption).

Similarly for function symbols:
t "" s /\ Et /\ E{ft)

ft =fs

hence since by STR E(ft)

(by (1)),

Et, also

E{ft) /\

and therefore t::::: s
(E(ft)
It
ft = fs), so t ::::: s
(E(ft) V E(fs)

= fs); similarly

t::::: s
(E(fs)
ft = Is), and thus t ::::: s
ft "" Is.

o

2.7. Axiomatizing IQCE with ::::: as a primitive. We now consider E-Iogic
with 'VIE, 3I E, 'VEE, 3E E and a primitive binary predicate ::::: satisfying
x::::: y

/\ A(x)

'Vz(x ::::: z

A(y),

y::::: z )

x::::: y.

We call the resulting system IQCE*.
PROPOSITION.

t

=

s

:=

Define in IQCE*

Et /\ Es /\ t ::::: s.
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Then IQCE* becomes a definitional extension of IQCE; conversely, defining
in IQCE
t "'" s

Et V Es -+ t

:=

=

s,

IQCE becomes a (definitional) extension of IQCE*. The systems are equivalent in the sense that
IQCE

I- t

IQCE*

=

(Et 1\ Es 1\ (Et V Es

S H

I- t "'" S

H

-+

t = s )),

(Et V Es --. (Et 1\ Es 1\ t "'" s)).

We can also formulate this by saying that IQCE and IQCE* have a common
definitional extension.

We consider IQCE*. From \fz(x "'" z H Y "'" z) --. x "'" y we obtain
x"'" x; hence by replacement x"'" y 1\ x "'" x --. y "'" x, so.x "'" y --. y "'" x,
and also x "'" y 1\ Y "'" z --. x "'" z (again by replacement).
Let t "'" s; if Et, then also Es and vice versa, so (Et V Es) 1\ t "'" s -+
Et 1\ Es 1\ t "'" s, hence
PROOF.

t "'" s --. (Et V Es --. (Et 1\ Es 1\ t "'" s )) .

Conversely, if Et V Es --. t = s, and we assume Ez, t "'" z then Et. Therefore t = s, and hence s "'" z and vice versa, so \fz(t "'" z H S "'" z), and
therefore also t "'" s.
We leave the argument for IQCE as an exercise. D
2.8. The relation between IQCE and IQC. The following proposiuon,
proofs of which will be given in 10.5.6 and 13.6.16 settles the relation
between IQCE on the one hand and IQC with special distinguished
predicates E and = on the other hand.
PROPOSITION. Let

IQCE be as above and let IQC* be IQC with the equality

axioms for = and a predicate E relative to which STR holds. We define a
mapping E from the formulae of IQCE to IQC* by
(Rt o'" tn_I)E:= Rt O ' " tn-I;

= tI)E

:=

Et o 1\ Et, 1\ to = t I;

(AoB)E

:=

A E 0 BE for

(\fXA)E

:=

\fx[Ex --. A E];

(3xA)E

:=

3x[Ex 1\ A E).

(to

0

E

{I\,

V , --. } ;
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appears as a primitive, we can add a clause

(to

=::

tl)E:= Et o V Et;

to = t l·

Then

IQCE f- A - IQC* f- A E • 0
2.9. Descriptions. We can still further strengthen our logic (either E-Iogic or

E+-Iogic) by adding a descriptor or description operator Ix.A(x), "the
unique x such that A(x)". If there is no unique x such that A(x), Ix.A(x)
is undefined; thus in particular Ix. A(x) is undefined if there are several x
such that A (x).
The intended interpretation of Ix.A(x) is adequately captured by the
description axiom
DESCR

\fy(y

=

Ix.A(x)

\fx(A(x)

x

=

y)).

For example, E(Ix.x = x) iff the range of the variable x consists of a
single element, and -,E(Ix.x =F x).
In the case of E-Iogic the addition of a descriptor with axiom DESCR to
open theories may result in inconsistency: let T be a theory (a fragment of
first order arithmetic for example) in which we can show A(x, y) 1\
A(x, y')
Y = y' and -,\fx3yA(x, y) for a suitable A, and such that
T U {Ex} is consistent (in other words, T is compatible with "global
existence"); then T' == T U {Ex,DESCR} is inconsistent, at least if we
interpret SUB in the new theory T' as applying to all terms of T' and not
just to the terms of T.
Warning. In the case of CQC it is a wellknown fact that the addition of
"Skolem-functions" (i.e. choice functions) is conservative, but this is not so
in the case of IQC; see 5.13, proposition.
The essential properties of Ix.A(x) in connection with E are given by
the following proposition
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let Y FV.(A). Then
(i) E(Ix.A(x»
3y\fx[A(x)
x = y];
(ii) E(Ix.A(x»
A(Ix.A(x».
PROOF.

(i) Apply DESCR with Ix.A(x) for y, then

E(Ix.A(x))

\fx[A(x)
3y\fx[A(x)

x = Ix.A(x)]
x = y].

(1)
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Conversely if 3y'Vx[A(x)
x = y], for some y 'v'x[A(x)
x = y], Ey
and with OESCR y = Ix.A(x), therefore E(Ix.A(x».
(ii) Apply (1): E(Ix.A(x»
(A(Ix.A(x»
lx.A(x) = Ix.A(x», and
thus (ii) follows. 0
As we shall see in section 7, under suitable conditions on the theories
considered, the addition of a description operator is conservative, in fact a
definitional extension.
2.11. REMARK. It should be observed that the introduction of a description
operator satisfying OESCR has the same effect as introducing function
symbols for definable partial functions. For suppose
I- A(x, y) 1\ A(x, y')

Y = y',

then we may regard Iy.A(x, y) as a partial function in x, satisfying
I- 3yA(x, y) - A(x, Iy.A(x, y»

1\

E(Iy.A(x, y».

Conversely, suppose that, whenever I- A(x, y) 1\ A(x, y')
may introduce a constant CPA for a partial function such that

y = y', we

I- 3yA(x, y) - A(x, CPAX) 1\ ECPAX.

Then we are also able to construct a term with the properties of Iy. B( y),
for any B(y): let B(x, y) be given and consider

A (z, y) := 'Vz ( B (x, z) - y = z ).
Then clearly I- A(x, y) 1\ A(x, y')
y = y'. Finally, take CPA(X) for
Iy.Bt x, y). We leave the verification of details to the reader. 0
3. Relationships between classical and intuitionistic logic
In this section we shall show how CQC can be embedded into IQC by
means of the various "negative translations". Furthermore, we shall obtain
a number of conservation results of CQC over
i.e. results of the form:
for all A belonging to some syntactically defined class
of formulas
CQC I- A

IQC I- A.

The basic facts established in 3.2-3.8 will be frequently used later in the
book. The remaining part deals with refinements, to which we shall refer
only occasionally later on.
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3.1. DEFINITION. A formula A in a first-order language is said to be in the
negative fragment (or "A is negative", not to be confused with "A is a
negation") if prime formulas P occur only negated (i.e. in a context
P
in A, and A does not contain V or 3. 0
3.2. DEFINITION. Let MQC, the so-called minimal predicate logic, be the
system IQC with the rule .L, left out.
We use as abbreviations f- c s f- m , f- i for derivability in CQC, MQC,
IQC respectively. 0
N.B. In MQC ..1 is treated as an arbitrary proposition letter.
3.3. LEMMA. For A negative MQC f- A

-,-,A.

As seen by inspection of 1.5 and E2.1.1, the following are all
provable in MQC
PROOF.

A
-,-,A;
-,-,-,A
-,A;
-,-,(A 1\ B)

...,-,A 1\ -"B;

,,(A

(-"A

,,'r:IxA

B)

"B)

(A

"B);

'r:Ix"A.

The proof now proceeds by induction on the complexity of A: A has one of
the forms ,P (P prime), B 1\ C, B
C, 'r:IxB. Consider e.g. the case
A == B
C. Then " A == ,,(B
C)
(B
"C)
(B
C)
,,(B
C); the second implication holds by the induction hypothesis. We
leave the other cases to the reader. 0

3.4. DEFINITION. For all formulas of predicate logic the (Godel-Gentzeu-)
negative translation g is defined inductively by
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

pg
(A 1\ B)g
(A
B)g
('r:IxA)g
(A V B)g
(3xA)g

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

,...,P for P prime;
Ag 1\ s»,
Ag
Bt:
'r:IxAg;
,(,Ag 1\ -,Bg);
,'r:Ix-,Ag. 0

An inessential variant is obtained if (i) is replaced by
(i)' pg:= -,...,P for P prime, P '" ..1; ..1 g == ..1 .
Also we may systematically replace occurrences of ' " by
0
REMARK.

>,
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For all A

(i) f- c A - Ag;
(ii) r f- c A <=> t» f- m Ag,
where r g := {B g: B E F}.
It is a matter of routine to establish the equivalence of A and Ag in

PROOF.

CQC.
The proof of (ii) from right to left proceeds by induction on the height of
deduction trees in CQC.
,"if can be replaced, under the
Each application of a rule for 1\,
translation, by a corresponding instance of the same rule; for example, if
we have already obtained deductions

corresponding to
A

B,

then
is translated into
As for ..lc' suppose that the deduction
[-,Ag]
..l

has already been constructed, and consider the following instance of ..lc
[ -,A]
..l

A

Then the proof tree below is a correct deduction of A g in MQC:
(1) hAg]
..l

(1) -,-,Ag -,..,Ag
Ag

Ag
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where
is the derivation in MQC of -,-,Ag
Ag which exists by lemma
3.3.
As for the rules for V, 3, it is well-known that in CQC V and 3 are
explicitly definable by A V B := -,(-,A 1\ ....,B), 3xA := -,'I:Ix-,A, in the
sense that the rules for V, 3 can be obtained as derived rules for these
defined connectives. g replaces V, 3 by their classical definition, and the
rules for the other operations have already been shown to be valid under g.
The proof of (ii) from left to right follows from the first part of the
theorem. 0

3.6. COROLLARY. For negative A, CQC I- A

iff IQC

I- A.

0

This corollary shows that, in a sense, CQC is contained in IQC, since each
formula of CQC is equivalent to a negative one.
3.7. Other versions of the negative translation. One of the best known
variants is Kolmogorov's negative translation k. A k is obtained by simultaneously inserting double negations in front of all subformulas of A (includ-

ing A itself). Inductively we may define k by

r»

:=

-,-,p for P prime,

(AoB)k:=-,-,(AkoB k)
(QXA)k

:=

for

-,-,QxA k for Q

E

1. k
0

:=

1. ;

E {I\, V, ->};
{'I:I,3}.

Another variant Aq (Kuroda's negative translation), due to Kuroda (1951)
("q" from "quantifier") is obtained as follows: insert -,...., after each
occurrence of '1:1, and in front of the whole formula.

PROOF. By formula induction (exercise). 0
The remainder of this section is devoted to refinements and generalizations.
3.9. Subformula occurrences. For the methods and results below we need

the notion of a "(sub)formula occurrence" (sfo, for short), rather than the
notion of a (sub)formula. An sfo of a formula A may be specified by a
formula together with its position in the construction tree (parsing tree) of
A, e.g. by the code of a node.
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A

== 't/x(P(x)

--+

[eh.2

Q) --+ Q, P(x) and Q prime, has the follow-

ing construction tree:
(0,0,1) Q

P(x) (0.0,0)
P(x) --+

't/x(P(x) --+ Q)

I

(a)

'Vx(P(x) --+ Q)

--4

(I) Q

QO

There are two distinct occurrences of Q, one at (0,0,1), another at (I). An
elegant method of marking occurrences is the method of contexts or
formula-occurrence schemas, in which a placeholder symbol * marks the
position of the sfo we are interested in. Syntactically * is treated as a prime
formula. Thus, for example, the two sfo's of Q in A correspond to the
contexts B[*] == 't/x(P(x) --4 *) --+ Q, and C[*] == 't/x(P(x) --+ Q) --4 *
respectively. Note that A == B[Q] == C[Q].
Formally we define the class <&'l9";v of formula contexts as follows.
Let A, F be metavariables for formulas and formula context
respectively. Then <&'l9";v is inductively generated by the clause
DEFINITION.

*, A 1\ F, F 1\ A, A V F, F V A,
A --+ F, F --+ A, 't/xF, 3xF E <&'l9";v.

In other words, <&'l9";v is the least class of expressions f!t such that for all
formulas A and all F E f!t also *, A 1\ F, F 1\ A, ... , 3xF E f!t' 0
3.10.

For the remainder of this section we use the notation
F[ * /C], A[B/C) permitting that variables in C become bound in F, A
(i.e. we permit FV(C) n BV(F) -=1=,0). Where the condition FV(C) n
BV(F) = f5 is needed, it will be stated explicitly. This represents a deviation
from our customs elsewhere in this book.
For formula contexts F == F[ *] we shall often write F[ B) instead of
F[*/B]. 0
CONVENTION.

Note that, for given A, each sfo in A corresponds to a uniquely
determined FE .<&'l9";v such that A == F[B] for a suitable B. An sfo in A is
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therefore specified by a pair (F, B) with FE 't?@.A!' such that F[ * /B] == A
(or equivalently one might have taken the pair (F, A) such that for some B
F[B] == A).
3.11. DEFINITION. We define simultaneously the posutoe contexts f!iJ(I),97
and the negative contexts .A!'tff<g. Let P, N be arbitrary elements of f!iJ(I),97,
.A!'{f<g, and A an arbitrary formula. Then f!iJ(I),97, .A!'{f<g are simultaneously
inductively generated by the clauses
(i) *, A /\ P, P /\ A, A V P, P V A, A
P, N
A, vsr, 3xP E
9@,97;

(ii) A /\ N, N /\ A, A V N, N V A, A
N, P
A, 't:IxN, 3xN E .es«.
Note that 't?(I).A!':= f!iJ(!)!J?U .A!'{f<g and that 9(!),97n .A!'<f<g =,0.
It is now obvious what is meant by a positive (negative) occurrence of B
in A. 0
ExAMPLE.

For the A in 3.9 we see that

C[ *] ==

't:Ix(p(x)

B[ *] == 't:Ix(p(x)

Q)

*

E

f!iJ(!)[I',

C[Q] == A;

*)

Q

E

.A!'{f<g,

B[Q] == A.

3.12. LEMMA. Let z be a list of variables free in Band C, and bound in F[ B]
and F[ C], where F[ *] E 't?(I).A!'. Then
(i) FE 9(1),97= 't:IZ(B
C) f- m F[B]
F[C];
(ii) FE.A!'{f<g= 'VZ(B
C) I- m F[C]
F[B].
We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously by induction on the construc
tion of F.

PROOF.

Case J. F == *: immediate.
Case 2a. F == 'VxD(x, *)

E

f!iJ(I)[I'. The following deduction is correct

't:IxD(x, B) 't:Ixz(B

C)

[D(x, B)] ['t:IZ(B

C)]

!!2

D(x, C)
't:IxD(x, C)

!!2 is given by the induction hypothesis.
Case 2b. F == 't:IxD(x, *) E .A!'<f<g: completely similar.
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Case 3a. F == N[ *] -> A, N E Ycff@. In the deduction below the subdeduction !!) exists by the induction hypothesis:

['v'T(B

C)]

!!)

NrC]

N[ B]

(1) N[C]

N[B]

(2) N[B]

A == F[B]

A
(1) N[C]

(2) F[B]

Case 3b. F == P[*]
Case 3c. F == A

==F[C]

A

F[C]

A, P

E

9(!)Y,

P[*], P

E

9(!)Y,

Case 3d. F== A
N[*], N E Ycff@,
are treated similarly. We leave the remaining cases to the reader.

0

3.13. We shall now describe a generalization of the conservative extension
result of 3.6, which can be applied to many theories formulated in (manysorted) first-order predicate logic.
We shall use formula schema, axiom schema for syntactic objects similar
to formulas except for the possible presence of certain predicate symbols
PI' P2' P3"" (regarded as being outside our standard languages for predicate logic), called place-holders. For example, the "induction axiom" is
characterized by a schema

PI(O) /\ 'v'X(Pl(X)

Pl(SX»)

->

'v'XPl(X),

where PI is a unary (place-holder) predicate symbol.
A formula is a formula schema with zero (i.e, no) place-holders. If T is a
collection of formula schemas, A a formula, we write T f- A if A can be
derived from instances of schemas in T; r g is the collection of all Ag, A an
instance of a schema in r.
3.14. DEFINITION. Let A[PI"'" p,,] be an axiom schema. B I , ... , B" are
supposed to be free for substitution for PI"'" P" respectively in A, i.e.
without loss of generality we may assume FV(B;) n BV(A) = fr. The
schema is spreading if
MQC f- A [Bf,

... , B!]

A[B I , ... , B,,]g;
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the schema is wiping if
MQC f- A[B I, ... , BnP' -+ A[B!", ... , B;],
and isolating if
M QC f- A [ B I' ... , Bn]g

-+ -,-, A

[ B!" ' ... , B;] .

A set of schemas is M-closed under g if T r- mAg for each instance A of a
schema in r. 0

N.B. The notions of spreading, wiping and isolating are relative to MQC.
We may distinguish the corresponding notions for IQC as I-spreading,
I-wiping and I-isolating.
Since we may regard formulas simply as schemas without place-holders,
the notions of spreading, wiping and isolating also apply to formulas.
A formula of the form 'Vx(A -+ 'VyB), with A spreading, B isolating is
called essentially isolating. 0

We note the following easy lemma.

3.15. LEMMA. If FV(A) n BV(r U {B}) = J1, then r r- m B
f- m B[ 1. I A) where T[ 1. I A) := {C[ 1. I A) : C E T}.

=

T[1.IA)

PROOF. Obvious, since in MQC 1. is treated as an arbitrary proposition.

o

3.16. THEOREM. Suppose T to be a set of schemas M-closed under g, and let
T f- c A. Then
(i) If A is isolating and 1. does not occur in T, A then T r-rnA.
(ii) If 1. occurs in T only positively (i.e. for all C E T, C F[ * I 1.] = F
E ge.Y) and negatively in A, and A is isolating, then T f- i A.
(iii) As (i) for essentially isolating A.
(iv) As (ii) for essentially isolating A.
(v) If A is I-wiping then r f- i A.

=

PROOF. (i) Let A be isolating; assume T r-c A, then r g f- m Ag, therefore
T f- m Ag (T is M-closed), hence T f- m -,-,A (since A is isolating). Hence
by the lemma 3.15 r[1.IA] r-m (-,-,A)[1.IA), and since 1. does not
occur in T U {A}, we have T r- m (A -+ A) -+ A, i.e. T r- m A.
(ii) Let BET, B*
B[ 1. I A]. 1. occurs only positively in T, hence by
3.12 B!PI"'" PnlAI"'" An] -+ B*[PI'" ., pniAI'" ., An]' Since A con-

=
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tains 1.. only negatively, we have by 3.12 I- i A[1../A]
A. Thus from
T I- m -,-,A we now obtain r[1../A] I- m (A[1../A]
A)
A, so T 1-; A.
(iii) Let A == "i/x(B
"i/yC), B spreading, C isolating. Then if T I- c A,
also T, B I- c C (y not free in T, B), and T u {B} is M-closed under g
since B is spreading. This reduces (iii) to (i).
(iv) is similarly reduced to (ii), (v) is trivial. 0
3.17.

We define simultaneously classes of axiom schemas

Y, iii, Y (from "spreading", "wiping" and "isolating") as follows. Let P

range over prime formulas distinct from 1.., P over expressions Pktl'" t n
(Pk an n-ary place-holder symbol), s, and S2 over Y, WI and W2 over
J I and J 2 over Yo Then Y, ifI, J are inductively generated by the clauses
(i) 1.., P, P, s, 1\ S2' Sl V S2' vss; 3xS 1, J 1
Sl E Y;
(ii) 1.., p ; W 1 1\ W2, W 1 V W2, "i/xW1, s,
WI E ifI;
(iii) P, WI' J1'1\ J 2, 1 1 V 12 , 3xJ1 E Y.
If we extend (iii) with an extra clause

-e:

we obtain wider classes denoted by Y i , ifli , J;.

0

3.18. PROPOSITION.
(i) If A[p!' ... , Pn] is a schema in Y(ifI, Y) then A is spreading (wiping,
isolating ).
(ii) Similarly with Y;(ifli , YJ and I-spreading (I-wiping, I-isolating).
PROOF. By induction on Y, ifI, Y, using the same identities as in the proof
of 3.3. 0

By means of this proposition we can easily show for many schemas and
formulas that they are spreading, wiping or isolating.
3.19. DEFINITION. A d-formula is either a prime formula distinct from 1..,
a disjunction or an existential formula. 0
The following proposition is a corollary to 3.18:
3.20. THEOREM.
(i) If there is no positive (negative) occurrence of a subformula of the form
"i/xB in A, then A is isolating (spreading).
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If A is the negation of a prenex formula. then

CQC I- A

= MQC I- A.

(iii) Suppose that all positive (negative) occurrences of d-formulas in A occur
in fact negated. Then A is wiping (spreading).
(iv) If all positive occurrences of d-formulas in A occur negated, then
CQC I- A

= MQC

I- A.

(i) by simultaneous induction, using 3.18.
(ii) is an immediate consequence of (i).
(iii) The assumption states in fact that whenever A == P[B](A == N[B]).
Bad-formula, then P[*] == N[*/* -+..l] for suitable N (N[*] == P[*/
* -+..l] for suitable P), where P E 9(j)!7, N E YlfCf}. Now use simultaneous induction, with help of 3.18.
(iv) is an immediate consequence of (iii). 0
PROOF.

We shall carry our refinements still further.
3.21. LEMMA. Let r A+ (rA- ) be the set of universal closures of all 'r/x.....,....., B -+
.....,-,'r/xB such that 'r/xB occurs positively (negatively) in A, then

Simultaneously by induction on the complexity of A. For example,
let A == C -+ D. Then rA+ = r c u r;. By induction hypothesis
PROOF.

and so

If A == 'r/xC, rA+ = r<! U H, where H is the universal closure of 'r/x.....,-,C-+
.....,.....,'r/xc. By induction hypothesis r<! I- j C& -+ .....,.....,C, hence r: I- i ('r/xC)&
-+ -,-,-,'r/xC, etcetera. 0

3.22. LEMMA. Suppose A == F[-,-,C], F
then IQC I- 'r/xF[-,.....,C] -+ .....,.....,'r/xF[C].

E

FV(C) n BV('r/xA)

=.0;
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If F E
"VZ(C
-,-,C) holds and we can apply lemma
3.12(ii). If FE f!'(!}Y, we can find
(by lemma 3.12(i» and
(by
intuitionistic logic) such that the following is a correct deduction
PROOF.

(3) ['dxF[-,-,C]] [-,-,C

C] (1)

22 1

'dxF[C]

-,'dxF[C] (2)
.1

-,-,(-,-, C

--> C)

-,(-'-,C

--> C)

(1)

.1

-,-,'17' xF[ C] (2)

-,-,'dxF[C] (3)

'17' xF[-,-,C]

0

3.23. DEFINITION. The strictly positive contexts Yf!'(!}Y are inductively
defined by

*,

A /\ S, S /\ A, A

V

S, S

V

A, A

S,

vss, 3xS E Yf!'(!}Y,

where S is a metavariable for elements of Yf!'(!}Y.
A strictly positive occurrence of A in B refers to a pair (S, A) with
S EYf!'(!}Y, S[*/A] == B.
A strictly positive subformula (or strictly positive part, s.p.p.) of B is a
subformula which has a strictly positive occurrence in B. 0
Note that Yf!'(!}Y is properly contained in f!'(!}Y: 'dx( *
f!'(!}Y\Yf!'(!}Y.

Q)

E

3.24. DEFINITION. We define a special class of multiple formula contexts g;
as follows. We have a countable set of symbols *1' *2' *3' ... ; F, F' are
metavariables ranging over g;, A a metavariable for formulas. g; is
inductively generated by the clauses
(i) *n' "VxF, A
FE $;
(ii) suppose for all nand m, that n =1= m if *n E F and *m E F'; then
F /\ F' E$. 0
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N.B. The condition in (ii) guarantees that each *n occurs in FE:#' at
most once. Without loss of generality we can always assume an FE:#' to
be of the form F[ *1.···. *n]'
The intuitive significance of :#' is easily explained. Suppose
F[ *1 •...• *n) E:#' and A == F[B 1••••• Bn], and let T be the tree of
strictly positive occurrences in A; T is a subtree of the formula construction tree of A. Then any branch in T meets one of the occurrences marked
by * i without encountering a d-formula between A itself and the occurrence marked by *i .
3.25. LEMMA. Let F[ *1"'" *n] E:#', BV(F)
Then
IQC I- V'x-,-,F [B 1 , ... , B n ]

n FV(B;) = y} for 1 s

i .:s; n.

-,-,V'xF [B 1 , • .. , Bnl.

PROOF. One first shows, by a straightforward induction over :#': IQC I
-,-,F[B 1 , · · · , Bnl

F[-,-,B 1,···,-,-,Bn ] ·

Then we apply 3.22 n times.

D

The following proposition is now an easy corollary:
3.26. THEOREM.
(i) Suppose that for each positive occurrence of a formula V'xB in A there is
an FE:#' with V'xB == F[B 1 , ••• , Bn ], FV(B;) n BV(V'xF) = y}, then
A is I-isolating, i.e. IQC I- Ag
-,-,A.
(ii) (Mints, Orevkov) If, for any positive occurrence of a formula V'xB in A.
there is no strictly positive occurrence of a d-formula in B, then A is
I-isolating.
(iii) (Cellucci). If, for any positive occurrence of a formula V'xB in A, V'xB
is in fact of the form V'x(C(x)
D), x $. FV(D), then A is I-isolating.
(iv) Suppose that r is M-closed under g. Then, if A == -,A' satisfies the
r I- j A.
conditions under (ii) or (iii), we have r I- c A

=

PROOF. (i) Immediate. combining 3.25 with 3.21.
(ii) Use (i) and note that the condition on A implies that each positive sfo
of the form V'xB is such that B == B'[ *1"'" *nl..l , ... , ..1] for some
B' E:#'.
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(iii) Use (i) and note that the condition on A implies that each positive
sfo in A of the form VxB is such that B == (C(x) -'> *d[*1jDj, and that
C(x) -'> *1 E:F.
(iv) A is I-wiping since A is I-isolating and -,-,-,A'
-,A'
A hence
3.l6(v) applies. 0

4. Hilbert-type systems
We shall now introduce codifications of intuitionistic predicate logic of a
somewhat different type, to be denoted by the generic name of Hilbert-type
systems. Deductions are performed from axioms by means of rules, but
there is no cancelling of open assumptions. Hilbert-type systems are sometimes easier to handle than natural deduction in proofs of metamathematical results. The contents of this section are entirely technical. and the
reading can be postponed until called for.
The designations HcIQC etc. for the various systems introduced below
are entirely ad hoc and are used only locally.
4.1. The system H 1-IQC.
The first Hilbert-type system we shall consider is based on the following
six groups of axiom schemata:
A-Ax

V-Ax

-'>

-Ax

A A B -'>A,
{A

-'>

(B

A A B

(A

-'>

A

-'>

B,

B));

A -'>A VB, B-'>A V B,
{ (A -'> C) -'> ((B -'> C) -'> (A V B
A
{ (A

-'>

(B

-'>

-'>

(B

-'>

C));

A),

-'>

C))

-'>

((A

-'>

B)

-'>

(A

-'>

C));

.1 -Ax

A [Xj t ]

3-Ax

{

3x(A

V XA

V-Ax

{

3xA

(t free for x in A),

-'>

B)

(x

$. FV(B);

-'>

Vx(B

-'>

A[xjt]

-'>

(x

-'>

A)
E

-'>

(3yA[xjy]
y;:

-'>

B)

x or y

$. FV(A));

(r free for x in A),
(B

FV(B),

-'>

VyA[xjy])
Y ==

x or y

$. FV(A)).
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In addition there are two rules:
generalization):
\fI

f- A

-->
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E (modus ponens) and \fI (rule of

= f- \fxA.

This corresponds to the rule \fI of the natural deduction system in the case
where no open assumptions are present.
If we also permit assumptions (which of course cannot be cancelled) we
use \fI in the same way as in the natural deduction system. That is to say,
we have
\fI

T f- A

= T

f- \fxA

under the restriction that x ft FV(T). This corresponds to Kleene's notion
of a "deduction from assumptions with variables held constant" (1952,
section 22). If we regard the set T as a collection of axioms, possibly in
open form, and permit the \fI-rule without the restriction x ft FV(T), we
have Kleene's "deduction from assumptions". This corresponds to the
treatment of non-closed axioms in 1.7.
Below we shall only consider \fI from hypotheses (assumptions) under
the restriction x ft FV(T). Therefore, if we consider deductions from
axioms, we assume the axioms to be given in closed form.
Let us use T f- 1C to denote deducibility of C in HcIQC from assumptions T, and let T f- C be used for deducibility in the natural deduction
formulation N·IQC. Then we have a
4.2.

THEOREM.

r

f- C iff r f- 1

=

c.

T f- 1C
T f- C is easy: all the axioms of HcIQC are derivable in
N-IQC, and --> E, \fI are part of the rules of N-IQC.
For the converse implications we must show how to transform a deduction in N-IQC into a deduction in H1-IQC. We do this in two steps: we first
show how to transform a deduction in N-IQC into a deduction in an
intermediate system H with as only rules 31, --> I, --> E, but permitting
axioms from I\-Ax, V-Ax, 3-Ax, and axioms of the form \fxA(x) --> A(t).
The proof proceeds by induction on the height of a deduction tree in
N-IQC. We have to show how we can successively remove all applications
to be deductions
of 1\ I, 1\ E, V I, V E, 3E, 31 and \fE. Suppose
in N-IQC of height less than k, and let 22i,
223 be the corresponding
deductions in H.
PROOF.
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To the left we show possible forms of a derivation !!2 of height k: to the
right we indicate its transformation into a deduction H.
9

9;
A->(B->(AI\B))

2

B

B

§'2

(A 1\ B)

->

AI\B

9

A

B

AI\B
§'1

1

AI\B

AI\B

A

A

9'1
A
AVB

[A]

92
C
(A->C)->«B->C)->(AVB->C))

[A]
92

[B]
93

C

C

c
9

A->C

(B->C)->(AVB->C)

9;
AvB

C

9;

1

'v'xA(x)

'v'xA (x)

->

A(t)

'v'xA(

x)

A(t)

A(t)

9

[B]
9'3
C

1

A(t)

A(t)

->

9'1

3xA(x)

A(t)

3xA(x)

3xA(x)

[A(y)]

92

c

[A(y)]

9

92

1

3xA(x)

C

C

'v'x(A

->

C)

->

(3xA

->

C)

3xA

->

C

A(y)

->

C

"tx(A

->

C)

9;
3xA

C
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The cases where 22 ends with an application of
E,
I, VI are of course
trivial.
Now we shall show, by induction on the height of a derivation in H, how
I.
to eliminate all applications of
First of all we observe that A
A can be established in H by means of
the following standard deduction 22A using the schemas of -+ -Ax, where
"AA" abbreviates "A
A":
[A

(AA ""A)]
(A

[(A"" AA)
-+

AA)

AA]

A

AA

(AA

A)
A

AA

Consider any derivation f!J in H ending with ..., I, say 22 is of the form
[A]

22 1
B

and let 22{ be the result of eliminating
I from 22 1 (induction hypotheI from
sis). We have to show how to eliminate the final
[A]

22'1
B

We shall do this by showing how to transform each subdeduction 220 (with
conclusion C say) of f!J{ into a deduction
A

226

C,

by induction on the height 'of f!J o'
Basis-step: a top formula (occurrence) C not in the class indicated by [A]
in 22i is transformed into
C

(A

C)

C

and the top formulas in [A] are replaced by 22A

o
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Induction step: P20 can end with
P20 , to the right P26':

E or 'ltI. We again show to the left

9i
(A

->

C)

(A ->D)

->

92

A

C(x)

'ltx(A

->

Cx)

'ltxC(x)

->

(A

->

A

'ltxCx)
->

9*2
->

'ltx(A

Cx

->

Cx)

'ltxCx

Note that we have used our restriction on 'ltl in P2i- Repeating this, we end
up with

P2i
A-'>B

and we have eliminated the final
I in P2. By this method all -'> 1applications in a derivation in H can be removed, starting with the
uppermost ones. D
4.3. The system "2-IQC. The following system is almost the same as the
one used in Kleene (1952): based on the axioms 1\ -Ax, V -Ax, -'> -Ax,
..1 -Ax and
A[xjt]

and the rules

vr

-'>

3xA,

-'>

'ltxA

-'>

A[xjt]

(t free for x in

A),

E and

A-B
2 A -'> 'ltyB[xjy]

3E

B-'>A
2 3yB[xjy] -'> A

=-=r---,---,..-------:-

where x $. FV(A), and y == x or y $. FV(B).
Deducibility in H 2-IQC is equivalent to deducibility in HcIQC
(and hence to deducibility in N-I QC).

THEOREM.

Left as an' exercise to the reader. Some care is needed in transforming applications of 'ltl into applications of 'lt1 2 . D
PROOF.

4.4. The system H 3-IQC. If we are interested in sentences only, we can also
remove the rule of generalization. H 3-IQC has as axioms all universally
closed instances of A -Ax, V -Ax, -'> -Ax, 'It-Ax, ..1 -Ax, 3-Ax; as its only
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rule, we have a form of modus ponens
-->

E 'V x( A
3

-->

B) 'V xA .

'VxB

For sentences we can formulate the following
THEOREM. Deducibility in H 3-IQC is equivalent to deducibility in HcIQC.
PROOF. Exercise.

0

4.5. Hilbert-type systems lor IQCE and IQCE ". Let us first consider
E +-logic. H z-IQCE + will be the system based on the axioms A -Ax, V -Ax,
-+ -Ax, .1 -Ax and

EAX

A[xjt] A Et

-->

3xA

(t free for x in A);

'VxA 1\ Et

-->

A[xjt]

(r free for x in A),

=

x},

Ex ,
{

'Vx(x

t =s

r.

t' = s

-->

t = t',

strictness for predicate symbols R and function symbols
R ( t 1 , ... ,

tJ

-->

I

Et

"
{ EI(t1, .. ·,t ) -->Et ,
n
i

STR

and finally replacement for atoms
REPL

RS 1\ s = t --> RT,
{ E(fs) A s= T--> /s=

It.

The only rules are --> E, 'VIz, 3£z.
The corresponding version Hz-IQCE of IQCE is obtained from
H 2-IQCE + by dropping Ex from EAX and replacing 'VIz, 31 z by
'VIE A A Ex --> B
z A --> 'VyB[xjy]'

3E E B

1\ Ex --> A

Z3yB[xjy] -->A'

where x ft: FV(A) and y == x or y ft: FV(B).
N.B. For theories based on IQCE+ plus axioms we may have to add SUB,
the substitution rule.
4.6. THEOREM. Deducibility in Hz-IQCE + and Hz-IQCE is equivalent to
deducibility in the natural deduction versions N-IQCE+, N-IQCE respectively.
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Exercise. 0

4.7. H 4-IQCE+ and H 4-IQCE. If we drop the axioms Ex in H 2-IQCE+
and replace
by the special cases
A[x/y]
'v'xA

3xA,
A [x/y],

we obtain the system H 4-IQCE +.
If in H 2-IQCE we replace the axioms
A[x/y] /\ Ey
'v'xA /\ Ey

by

3xA,
A [x/y],

we obtain H 4-IQCE.
Deducibility in H 2-IQCE+, H 2-IQCE is equivalent to deducibility
in H 4-IQCE+, H 4-IQCE respectively.

THEOREM.

We give an outline and leave the details as an exercise.
(i) Ex is derivable in H 4-IQCE+. For x = x
x = x holds by propositionallogic, and thus with 3-Ax 4 x = X
3y(x = y). On the other hand
'v'x(x = x)
x = x from 'v'-Ax 4 , and thus with the axiom 'v'x(x = x) and
modus ponens 3y(x = y), and therefore by 3y(x = y) also Ex.
(ii) For any prime formula A and any term t occurring in A, one gets
A
Et by induction over term complexity, repeatedly applying strictness.
(iii) For any prime formula A by induction on the complexity of the
terms occurring in A one shows with help of replacement and (ii)
PROOF.

A[x/s] /\ s

=t

(1)

A[x/t].

(iv) We establish (1) for arbitrary A by induction on the logical complexity of A.
(v) We deduce
in H 4-IQCE+ as follows. By some logic in
H 4-IQCE+
Et

3y(t

=Y

/\ 'v'xA /\ Ey

A[x/y J),

and therefore with (iv)
Et

3y(t

=Y

hence'v'xA /\ Et

/\ 'v'xA /\ Et
A[x/t], etc. 0

A[x/tJ),
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5. Kripke semantics
5.1. In the first section of this chapter we have presented a set of rules for
deriving intuitionistically correct logical laws; these rules were also valid for
the classical truth-value interpretation of the logical operations.
The notion "intuitionistically correct" or "intuitionistically valid" can be
expressed more precisely as follows. Consider, for simplicity, a language !e
with relation symbols only, say R 1, ••• , R n , where R; has n(i) arguments.
and let A(R 1 , •.. , R n ) be a sentence in !e. An intuitionistic structure
(model) for !e is a n + I-tuple .H == (M, R 1, ... , R;), where M is an
intuitionistically meaningful domain, and R; is an n(i)-place relation over
M, i.e. R; C Mn(i).
A(R 1 , ••• , R n ) is (intuitionistically) valid in .H (notation vii F A) iff
AM(R 1 , ... , R n ) holds intuitionistically; here AM(R 1, ... , R;) is obtained
from A by replacing all occurrences of R; by R; and relativizing all
quantifiers in A to M (i.e. "dx,3x are replaced by "dx E M and 3x E M
respectively).
It is to be noted that formally vii F A is defined in exactly the same way
as for classical structures; the only difference is that we interpret
AM(R 1, ••• , R n ) intuitionistically.
A is intuitionistically valid if vii F A for all intuitionistic structures .H
for !e. We write F A for A is (intuitionistically) valid; if it is necessary to
distinguish the intuitionistic reading of F from the classical one, we use a
subscript: F i , Fe'
From the weak counterexamples it became clear that not all classical
logical laws are correct in the sense of F i , and thus we do not expect such
laws to be provable in IQC.
Showing directly, i.e. by means of combinatorial investigation of the
possible deductions in IQC, that a certain schema is not derivable in IQC is
usually far from easy. In classical logic underivability is mostly shown by
giving a countermodel, but F j is technically not so easy to manage.
Here we shall introduce a different semantical interpretation for showing
underivability (which, moreover has many other applications to boot). For
this semantics all rules of IQC are valid, and thus a schema invalid for this
semantics cannot be derived in IQC. In 6.6 we will show that this semantics
exactly fits IQC.
This so-called Kripke semantics is not directly connected with the
BHK-interpretation of the intuitionistic logical operators, but may be
motivated via weak counterexamples.
Recall the weak counterexample to PEM of 1.3.2, based on an as yet
undecided proposition A. The argument depended on the following infor-
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mation situation:

°

the bottom node represented our present knowledge concerning A: A has
neither been established nor refuted; 1 represents a possible future information situation where A has been established. Thus in we cannot assert A,
nor can we assert --,A, since a future situation 1 where A holds is not
excluded. Hence at we cannot assert A v --,A.
If the diagram above were a complete picture of the future information
possibilities, seen from stage 0, we would be justified in asserting --,--,A at 0;
for -,-,A means that whenever we discover --,A to be true, we must be able
to obtain a proof of 1. (absurdity); but since in the diagram above we will
never be forced to accept --,A, we can for trivial reasons assert --,--,A at O.
However, since A is an undecided proposition, the diagram is not a
complete picture: there is also the possibility to discover that --,A holds, i.e.
the situation is rather as in the picture below

°

°

Now we certainly cannot assert --,--,A at 0, since later we may arrive at node
2 which together with --,--,A would force us to accept 1.; but it is tacitly
assumed that we shall never obtain inconsistent information. If this picture
is regarded as exhaustive w.r.t. A, we may in fact simplify it to the
following

since at node 2 we will never be forced to accept A in a later stage. So, for
trivial reasons, we may assert --,A at node 2 ("whenever in the future we
discover A to be true, we can prove 1. "). This picture also shows that we
cannot assert --, A V --,--, A at O.
A more complex situation arises if we combine information regarding A
and another undecided, independent proposition B; the diagram of possi-
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bilities is

4

A,.....,B

.....,A,B
.....,A,.....,B

One may readily convince oneself that in this diagram we cannot accept
(A
B) v (B
A) at node 0; for suppose we could prove A
B at O.
N ow node 4 represents a possible extension of information where we have
A and .....,B, contradicting the assumption that already at 0 we had A
B.
Actually, (A
B) V (B
A) is unacceptable at 0 already in the following
simpler information diagram:

We leave it to the reader to convince himself of this fact.
N ow we are ready for a formal definition of Kripke semantics for IPC.

5.2.
(K,

A (propositional) Kripke model is a triple %=
If-), where (K, s ) is an inhabited, partially ordered set (poset), and
If- a binary relation on K X f!JJ (f!JJ the set of proposition letters) such that
DEFINITION.

kif-

P and k'

= k'

k

If-

P.

(1)

We shall use the expressions"k forces P" or "P is true at k:" for k If- P.
If- is then extended to logically compound formulas by the following
clauses
Kr1

k If- A /\ B

:=

k If- A

and

Kr2

k If- A V B

:=

k If- A

or

Kr3

k If- A

Kr4

not k If- 1. (i.e. k

B:=

k If- B,
k If- B,

for all k'

k,

if k' If- A then k' If- B,

1. : no element of K forces 1.).

The elements of K are called nodes (of %).
REMARK.

As a consequence of this definition

kif- .....,A

=

'Vk'

ki]:'

A).

D

Logic
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Also
kif- -,-,A

=

'ilk'

k-,'ilk"

k'(k" JIL A),

which is classically equivalent to
'ilk'

5.3.

k3k"

LEMMA.

k'(k" If- A).

D

For all formulas of IPC we have monotonicity:

'ilk, k' E oX'"(k If- A

and

k'

k ==> k' If- A).

PROOF. By formula induction. Consider for example the case A =. B
C.
Assume k If- B
C, k' k. If k" k ', k" If- B, then also k"
k and
k" If- B, hence by k If- B
C also k'' If- C; thus 'ilk"
k'(k" If- B ==>
k" If- C), i.e. k' If- B
C. D

5.4. DEFINITION. A formula A is valid at k in a Kripke model oX'" iff
k If- A. A is valid in oX'"=. (K, :::;; , If-) iff for all k E K, k If- A; notation
oX'"1f- A. If T is a set of formulas, we say that r If- A ("A is a Kripke
consequence of J'") iff in each model X" such that if for all B E T oX'"1f- B,
then also oX'"1f- A. A is Kripke valid (K-valid) iff f:} If- A which will be.
written as If- A. D
Suppose oX'"=. (K, s , If-) is a Kripke model, k E K. The truncated model oX'"k is (K', :::;;', If-') where K' = {k': k'
k}, s: is :::;; r K'
(the restriction of :::;; to K'), and If-':= If- r (K' X £?') (the restriction of
If- to K' X 9iJ).
It is easy to see that k If- A iff oX'"k If-'A iff k If-'A, since the definition of
k If- A depends on If- for nodes k'
k only.
Note also that validity in x: is equivalent to validity at the bottom node
of x', if there is one.
REMARK.

5.5. REMARKS. Observe that k If- A is not assumed to be decidable, not
even for A prime. Even if k If- P is decidable for P E £?' the implication
clause may prevent k If- A to be decidable for complex A.
The definition of Kripke model may be read either constructively or
classically. As a rule we shall treat Kripke models constructively, unless
stated otherwise. In this connection we often use the terms "externally" and
"internally"; external reasoning is reasoning on the meta-level about the
models; something holds internally if it is (Kripke-) valid in the (or all)
models under consideration; internal reasoning is "arguing by means of
internally valid principles".

Kripke semantics
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If our external reasoning is intuitionistic, it might seem at first sight as if
nothing is gained over the method of weak counterexamples: e.g. let f be
a Kripke model with a single node, ko, where k o If- P iff A holds, and A is
an as yet undecided proposition. Then we cannot assert k 0 If- P V -, P.

However, a different Kripke model (see examples below) shows (classically
and constructively) that Jl' P V -,P; by the soundness theorem proved
below in 5.10 this implies IPC ff P V -,P (and not just: we cannot show
that IPC f- P V -,P).
If f consists of a single node and our external reasoning is classical, f
is equivalent to a classical valuation with truth values in {a, I}.
5.6. EXAMPLES. -,-,P V -,P is not K-valid; to see this, we specify a Kripke
model by indicating the partially ordered structure as a diagram, writing
next to each node the propositional variables forced at that node

o
Clearly, 2 If- -,P; hence 0 Jl' -,-,P; and since 1 If- P, also 0 Jl' -,P and
therefore 0 Jl' -,-,P V -,P.
Similarly, (P
Q) V (Q
P) is not K-valid, by the following Kripke
model.

For a more complicated counterexample, consider

IV
o
In this model 0 Jl' (-,-,P
then either

o If-

-,P

P) V (-,P V-,-,P). For assume the contrary;

or 0 If- -,-,P

or 0 If- -,-,P

P.
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o If-

..., P is excluded since 3 If- P; 0 If- -t-r-n P is excluded since 2 IfP;
and 0 If- ...,...,P --+ P is excluded since 4 If- ...,...,P, but 4 If"- P; hence 4 If"...,..., P --+ P and thus also 0 If"- ...,..., P --+ P.
As a result of the soundness theorem (5.10) this means that in IPC
we cannot prove ...,...,P V ...,P, (P --+ Q) V (Q --+ P) or (-,...,P --+ P) V
(...,p V ...,...,P).
-r-t

5.7. Kripke models for pure predicate logic. The notion of a Kripke model
can be extended to IQC; we describe below the extension for a language
with predicate symbols only.

A Kripke model for IQC is a quadruple f= (K, ::s; ,D, 11-),
K inhabited, such that
(i) (K,::S;) is a partially ordered set.
(ii) D is a function (the domain function) assigning inhabited sets to the
elements of K such that all D( k) are inhabited and
DEFINITION.

'Tik'Tik'(k::s; k'

D(k) c D(k'»,

--+

i.e. D is monotone.
(iii) Let the language be extended with constant symbols for each element
of D = U{D( k) : k E K}; If- is a relation from K to the set of prime
formulas in the extended language, such that

We now define kif- A for all sentences A in the extended language with
constants in D(k). We will often loosely refer to the constants for elements
of D(k) as parameters. For prime formulas, the definition is given by (iii)
above; for the propositional operators we have the clauses Krl-Kr4 as
before; for the quantifiers we add,
Kr5

kif- 'TixA(x)

:=

'Tik'

Kr6

kif- 3xA(x)

:=

3d

E

k'Tid E D(k')(k' If- A(d»,
D(k )(k If- A(d).

0
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As to the intuitive motivation, we may think of D(k) as representing the
elements of the domain which are known to exist at stage of information k;
at later stages we may have discovered more elements belonging to the
domain, hence D(k) c D(k') for k' ;::: k.
For sentences in the language with constants for all d E D =
U{D(k) : k E K} we can define "A is valid at k:" (= k forces A = A is true
at k), A is valid in K, A is Kripke-valid, and T II- A as in 5.4. D
DEFINITION.

In dealing with Kripke models in the sequel, we shall tacitly assume that
we are dealing with sentences (possibly containing parameters), unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
REMARK.

We note also the fact that lemma 5.3 generalizes to IQC:

kll-A

and

D

5.8. REMARK. There are other ways of presenting what is essentially the
same notion of forcing in a Kripke model.
(A) Instead of extending the language with constants for the elements of
D = U{D(k): k E K} one assigns elements of D(k) to the variables of the
language by a mapping !p, then defines "k II- A under assignment lp"; this
method is well-known from classical model theory.
(B) k 11- R(x l , .•. , xI!) for a predicate letter R is given by a subset of
D( k ) n, corresponding to
{(d 1 , .... d n): d, E D(k) A ... r.d; E D(k) A k II- R(d 1 , ... , dJ}.

This variant suggests the definition of a Kripke model (K,
, II-) for
pure predicate logic as a partially ordered collection of (classical) structures
(K,
, { vi( k : k E K}), where vi( k is a (classical) structure for pure predicate logic for each k E K. That is to say, if {R i : i E I} is the collection of
predicate symbols of the language, R i with n (i) arguments, then .A k ==
(D(k), {Ri,k : i E I}), Ri,k c D(k)n(i), and k II- Ri(d l , .. • , d n) :=
R i, k(d l , ... , d n). The model must satisfy the monotonicity conditions: if
k
k', then
D(k) c D(k')

and

Ri,k c Ri,k"

Warning: the monotonicity condition

submodel of

.« k''''

IS

strictly weaker than

"vi( k

is a
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5.9. EXAMPLES. Next to each node k we indicate O(k) and the atomic
sentences true at the node.
First example.

1 10(1)

°

In this model

°

JIL 'Ix(R V R'(x))

°

0(0)

= {a, b} R, R'(a)
= {a}

R'( a)

R V'tIxR'(x).

°

For we have II- 'tIx(R V R'(x», since 011- R'(a), and hence II- R V
R'(a); and also 1 II- R, so 1 II- R V R'(a), 1 II- R V R'(b). But we do not
have 011- R V 'tIxR'(x), since JIL R, and JIL 'tIxR'(x), since 1 JIL R'(b).

°

°

Second example.
k 4 {a, 1,2,3, 4} RO, Rl, R2, R3

I

k 3 {a, 1,2, 3} RO, RI, R2

I

k2

{a, 1, 2}

k1

{a, I}

ko

{O}.

I

RO, Rl
RO

I

This model is a counterexample to -,-,'tIx(R(x) V -,R(x». Assume k o II-,-,'tIx(R(x) V -,R(x»; then 'tIk(k JIL -,'tIx(R(x) V -,R(x»), so
'tIk-,-,3k'

kt):' II- 'tIx(R(x)

V

-,R(x»).

(1)

Assume k p II- 'tIx(R(x) V -,R(x», then in particular k p II- R(p) V
-,R(p); R(p) does not hold at k p , but also k p JIL -,R(p), since k p + 1 IIR(p). This shows -,3k' k(k' II- 'tIx(R(x) V -,R(x»), therefore (1) is
false, hence k o JIL -,-,'tIx(R(x) V -,R(x». Observe that even k o II-,'tIx(R(x) V -,R(x».
Again by soundness (5.10), it follows that the schemas 'Ix(A V B(x»
A V 'IxB(x) and -,-,'tIx(A(x) V -,A(x» are not derivable in IQC.

5.10. THEOREM (soundness for pure IQC).

r

I- A

r

II- A.

The proof is by induction on derivations in the system of natural
deduction for IQC.
PROOF.
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Let a derivation f:2 terminate with a rule application

r 1 f-- Al r 2 I- A 2

.•.

r n f-- An

rl-A
where .1 f-- B expresses that B has been derived from assumptions .1. Let .%
be any Kripke model, k E K.
The induction hypothesis is as follows. For any k E K let
A; be
obtained from T;, A; by some substitution of elements of D( k) for the free
variables in T;, A;, Assume that for all k E K and for all substitutions, if
k If-- r; for 1 ::;; i ::;; n, then k If-- A;; k If-- r; abbreviates k If-- B' for all

r;,

BET;.

We shall consider two cases.
Case 1. Suppose the last rule applied is V E:

r 1 1- A

V B

t; U

r2 , A

I-

C

r3 , B f-- C

r; U r, f-- C

where A $. r 2 , B $. r 3• We have to show for any substitution, and any
k E K that if k II- r{ u
u
then k If-- C. Suppose k If-- r{ u
u
by the induction hypothesis k If-- A' VB', k II- A'
k If-- C, k If-- B'
k 11- C. Since k II- A' V B'
k If-- A' or k If-- B', we have k If-- C.

r;,

r;;

=

Case 2. Suppose the last rule applied is VI:

rf--A(y)

(y not free in r).

T f-- VxA(x)

For simplicity assume rand VxA(x) to be closed. We have to show for
each k E K: if k II- T then k If-- Vx Ax. Assume k If-- T; by induction
hypothesis, for all k' :;:: k and all dE O(k') we have k' If-- A(d). Hence
kif-- VxA(x).
The other cases we leave as an exercise to the reader. 0
5.11. Kripke models for the full language of IQC. Let us now consider a

language with equality, predicate symbols {R;: i E I}, function symbols
and symbols for constants
j E J}, where R; has n"(i) arguments and
has m(j) arguments. A classical structure .A for this language is

(0, - ,{R;: i

E

I}, {fj: j

where 0 is an inhabited set, -

E

J}),

an equivalence relation on 0 interpreting
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equality, R; c

I"f.I

D/(i)

and

Ji

[Ch.2

such that

I"E

R.I

= Ji

E

Rt'

D such that

E Dm(j)

f1J

d-- Ji

fd'
J'

This slightly deviates from the usual definition of the classical model where
- is replaced by =; for technical reasons we prefer retaining - .
DEFINITION. A Kripke model for the above language is a partially ordered
collection of such classical structures:
.Y(=

(K,

.] (D(k),

-k ,{Ri,k: i

satisfying monotonicity conditions: if k

I}, {fj,k:

E

j

E

J}):

k

E

K})

k' then

D(k)CD(k');
d -

k

=d -

d'

Ri,k C

k'

d';

Ri. k ,;

graph(fj, k)

C

graphlf;

k')' 0

We can also describe Kripke models for the full language as quadruples
(K,
,D, II-) where the forcing relation II- for prime formulas has to
satisfy a number of conditions at each node. First of all
d -

k

d'

:=

k II- d

=

d'

has to be an equivalence relation on D( k). Secondly, writing k IIfor \;Ii < n(k II- d , = dD where n = lth d = lth d', we must require
k II-

I"=

Ji

k II- d- = Ji

= k II- jI"= jJi,

=

I"=

d'

and k II- Rjd- k II- RjJi,
plus the obvious monotonicity conditions.
In the sequel, if we present a Kripke model of a language with equality
and function symbols, we shall tacitly assume these conditions to be met.
Note that the conditions just listed permit us to construct the partially
ordered collection of classical structures of the definition above. The
soundness theorem extends to the full language, as the reader can easily
check:
THEOREM

(soundness jor IQC). T I- A

=T

II- A.

0
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5.12. Kripke models with restrictions. In dealing with languages with

equality, and especially when function symbols are present,it is sometimes
advantageous to use a different (but essentially equivalent) definition of
Kripke model: a Kripke model is now defined as a quintuple (K,
,D,
11- , 'P), where (K, s) is as before; D assigns inhabited sets to elements of
K, and 'P is a collection {'Pkk': k k'}, 'Pk,k' E D(k) -> D(k'), of transition functions (restrictions) such that
'Pkk is the identity on

D( k ),

and 'Pkk' preserves forcing, i.e. for prime formulas R(d1, ..• , d n) with
d l' ... , d n E D( k )
k II- R(d 1 ,

... ,

d n)

k' II- R( 'Pkk,(d 1 ), .. ·, 'Pkk,(dJ).

An n-ary function f is interpreted in f by a family f == {f k : k
fk E D(k)n -> D(k) commuting with the restrictions for k' k

E

K}, the

'Pkk,fk(d 1 , · .. , d n) = f k,( 'Pkk,d1 , .. ·, 'Pkk'dJ.

Any Kripke model for a language with equality can be transformed into a
Kripke model with transition functions where equality is interpreted at each
node as equality: given (K, s ,D, 11-), let
dk=d/- k

fordED(k),

and put D'(k):= {d k: dE D(k)}, 'Pkk,(d k) = d", We leave it to the
reader to show

5.13. Applications to the theory of equality. We give two examples of the use
of Kripke models in the theory of equality. In the examples a, b, c and d

are assumed to be distinct. The following nearly trivial model shows that
If- V'xy(x = Y V x =(= y):

I}

o

a -

b

D(O; = D(l) = {a, b}

More interesting is the following proposition, showing that the axiom of
choice (equivalently, the assumption of a Skolem function) is not conservative in the presence of equality.
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Let fiJ be the language of predicate logic with equality and a
single unary function symbol f; let fiJ' be fiJ without f. Let T be pure
predicate logic with equality axioms 'v'x(x = x), 'v'xyz(x = Y 1\ x = z
z = y). Then T 1 == T + {'v'x(-,x = fx), 'v'xy(x = y
fx = fy)} is not conservative over T + {'v'x3y(-,x = y)} == T2 relative to fiJ'.
PROPOSITION.

We exhibit a Kripke model :x'" for T2 in which a theorem of T 1 is
not valid: F:= 'v'xI3y1'v'x:z312[X I =1= Yl 1\ X2 =1= 12 1\ (Xl = X2 Yl = 12)] is
not forced at node 0; :x'" is given by the picture below.
PROOF.

1

o
D(O) = D(l) = D(2) = {a, b, c, d}
-0 IS

on D(O)

=

We leave the verification as an exercise. D
5.14. Kripke models for E +-logic. The definition in 5.11 above can also be

used for E +-logic. In the classical structures the f j may now be partial. The
strictness axioms determine the interpretation of terms built from elements
of D( k) with the help of the function symbols of the language via
Et := 3x(t = x), (t = s) := 3y(t = y 1\ s = y) and (!jt = x) := 3Y(t = f
1\ !jf = x); the validity of basic relations applied to compound terms is
also determined by strictness: Rl:= 3Y(t = f 1\ Rjn.
The soundness theorem extends to E+-Iogic without problems (exercise).
For E-Iogic the formulation of an appropriate version of Kripke semantics
is not quite so straightforward, because of the role of the free variables and
the presence of the substitution rule.
A sound interpretation is obtained by taking a Kripke model to be a
partially ordered collection of classical structures with partial functions
:x'"==

(K, s , {(D(k),

-k

,{Rj,k:

i

E

I}, (fj,k:

j E

J}): k

E

K}),

where now the D(k) may be possibly empty, but where D := U{D(k):
k E K} is inhabited, and putting k If- Ed iff d E D( k). Strictness then
enforces that for atomic formulas P with FV(P) = {Xl"'" x n } , kifP[x 1 , ..• , x n/d1 , .•• , d n ] implies that d l , ••• , d; E D(k). For formulas A
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C

{x., ... ,x n } we require

k II- A(x], ... , xJ

:=

Vd j

, ••• ,

dn

E

n(k

II- A(d j

, ••• ,

dn ) ) .

As shown by Unterhalt (1986) E-Iogic is sound for this semantics, but
strong completeness fails for open theories (such as the theory of global
existence {Ex}), though strong completeness holds with respect to closed
theories.
Strong completeness is recovered if we let the interpretation E, of E at k
be a possibly empty subset of D( k); strictness then must hold W.r. t. the
interpretation of E only. But we shall not pursue the topic of Kripke
models for E-Iogic here.

6. Completeness for Kripke semantics
In this section we present a classical completeness proof (of the
"Henkin-type") for IQC and IQCE+. We shall appeal to completeness in
the next section (7.5), but the result proved there can also be obtained by
purely syntactical methods (7.13). Semantics for intuitionistic logic will be
treated at length in chapter 13.
N.B. The completeness proofs given rely on classical metamathematics.
6.1. DEFINITION. Let T, i1 be sets of sentences in a given language 2. The
pair (T, i1) is consistent iff there are no finite To C T, i10 C i1 such that
I- I\To - Vi10; here we take I\fJ := T , VfJ :::: 1. . T is consistent iff (T, fJ) is
consistent. 0
6.2. DEFINITION. Let C be a set of constants; a set of sentences T in the
language 2. is C-saturated iff
(i) T is consistent,
(ii) T I- A = A E T,
(iii) r I- A V B = r I- A or r I- B,
(iv) r I- 3xA(x) = for some c E C A(c) E T. 0
The appeal to classical logic on the metalevel occurs in the proof
of the saturation lemma 6.3 below, as well as in the proof of the principal
lemma 6.5 where we argue by contradiction.
Lemma 6.3 below describes how to construct 2(C)-saturated extensions
for any consistent set of $sentences in T, C a countably infinite set of new
constants. A variant of the saturation construction is given in £2.6.3.
REMARK.
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6.3. LEMMA (saturation lemma). Suppose T If- A, T, A in a language ftJ; let
C = {co' c t , c 2 , ••• } be a countable set of constants not in ftJ, and let ftJ(C)
be ftJ extended with C. Then there is a C-saturated r w :::> T, such that

r

w

If-

A.

We obtain T" as U{r k: k E I\I}; rO = T, rk\r O is finite. We
give an inductive definition of r k •
Let g( n) be the first i such that Ci does not occur in T" \ T, and let
(Bi,t V B i,2)i and (3xA i(x»i enumerate with infinite repetition all disjunctive and existential sentences of ftJ(C). Suppose r k to have been defined.
PROOF.

Case 1. k = 2n,

r 2n+ t

:=

r k I- 3xA

r 2n U

Case 2. k = 2n

+ 1,

We put

{An(Cg(k»)};

r k I- Bn,t V Bn, 2' Put

r 2n+ 2 r 2n+ 1 U
:=

nx.

{Bn,l.} ,

where i is the least of {I,2} such that

r 2n+ 1 U

{Bn,i}

If-

A.

Case 3. Cases 1 and 2 do not apply: put

rk + t

:=

r;

We leave it to the reader to verify that T" is saturated and that T"

If-

A. 0

REMARK. Strictly speaking, the enumeration of the existential formulas has
the form (3x iA i( Xi»i' since the bound variable also depends on i; this
dependence however is irrelevant since we agreed to regard formulas
differing only in their bound variables as isomorphic.
An alternative version of the construction uses enumerations of disjunetions and existential statements (without requiring infinite repetitions), and
treats at stage n = 2k the first formula 3xA m(x) not yet treated, and at
stage n = 2k + 1 the first disjunction not yet treated. At n = 2k, when
T" I- 3xA m ( x ), one adds Am(c;) for the first ci E C not occurring in
rn U {3xA m( x )} . 0
6.4. DEFINITION (canonical model construction). Let Co, C t , C 2, C 3, ... be a
countable sequence of disjoint countable sets of constants not occurring in
ftJ; write C: for Co U C t U ... U Cn' Let r o be any theory (set of sentences)
in ftJ. Then we define

g:= (K,

C,

II- ,D)
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such that
(a) K consists of all T':: r o such that 2(T) = 2U C:, r saturated w.r.t.
C: for some n;
(b) if r is C:-saturated and 2(T) = 2 UC:, then D(T) = C:;
(c) for prime P in 2(D(T»): r II- P := PEr. D
6.5.

LEMMA.

r

II-

PROOF.

A

r
r.

For all

=A E

E

K and each sentence of 2(D(T»)

By induction on the complexity of A.

Case 1. For A prime the lemma holds by definition.
Case 2. For A == B 1\ C immediate.
Case 3. Let A == B V C, then r II- B V C = (I' II- B or
(B E r or C E T) = B V C E r (by the saturation of T).

r

II-

C)

=

Case 4. Let A == 3xB(x). If r II- 3xB(x), then r II- B(c) for some c E
D(T); by the induction hypothesis B(c) E r for some c E D(T), and by
the saturation properties of r this is equivalent to 3xB(x) E r.
Case 5. Let A == B -+ C, and suppose r II- B -+ C. Then for all saturated
T' :::> r we have T' II- B => T' II- C. Assume r If- B -+ C, then r u {B} IfC; let T' be a saturated extension of r U {B} such that T' If- C (lemma
6.3), then T' II- B but not T' II- C (induction hypothesis); this contradicts
II- B -+ C, hence
I- B -+ C. The converse is trivial.

r

r

Case 6. Let A == 'rJxB(x), and suppose

r

r

II- 'rJxB(x),

r

If- 'rJxB(x),

C:-saturated. Now, for any c E Cn+ 1, r If- B(c); by lemma 6.3 we can
find a C:+csaturated T' :::> r such that T'1f- B(c), hence T' j}L B(c) contradicting r II- 'rJx B(x). The converse is again trivial. D

6.6.

THEOREM (strong completeness for

r

II- A =>

r

IQc).

I- A.

PROOF. Suppose r If- A, and let r o be a saturated extension of T, A f/. ro;
construct a Henkin model as above, then r o j}L A. This yields completeness,
also for languages with equality, if equality is interpreted at each node by
an equivalence relation (cf. 5.11). For models with transition functions as in
5.12 we have to take equivalence classes; the details are left to the reader.

D

